This grid of letters conceals words lying across or down, similar to a Crossword puzzle.
The words to find are listed below the grid with their # of letters - cross them off once you’ve entered them.
The circled cells - from the top, left to right - spell out this puzzle’s answer.

Retro Cross #31  Solution: 9 letters
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(3) APE ARE BAS CUB DCS DTI EIE
GEO GLO LET LIC MPG OLA ONO
RMN TDG TOG TOO UNE URL YEA

(4) ATMO BITE CALM I LIE LURE MALI PASO
SLOB SOIL VEER YEGG YOLK
ALTOS AMAIN CUGAT ECOLE EGGED POTTS
LOTTO LOQUI ODOUR OSIER POTTYS PSALM
SIEGE SNOOP TOOLS YPRES

RENOIR (7) AA MILNE AGREE ON ATLASAS AURATIC BOARDED
CAYENNE COMFORT GO ALONG MAURICE STYMIES TAG TEAM
UNPOSED (9) ADAMANTLY BUNDESTAG MYSTICISM

(11) FOGGY BOTTOM VENN DIAGRAM